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COURSE TITLE
Phraseology from a cross-linguistic perspective

Scientific area
Antiquities, Philological-Literary and Historical–Artistic Science

Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures and Modern Cultures

Language used to teach
German

Course summary
The course will focus on phraseology from a cross-linguistic point of view (German-Italian). The objectives are: a) to familiarise the participants with recent linguistic theories on phraseology, b) to apply theoretical approaches to lexicographical description of phraseologisms, c) to thus elaborate the linguistic profile of phraseologisms with respect to specific L2 requirements using the possibilities of digital lexicographical representation.

Learning objectives
The learning objectives are:
- to familiarise the students with new and relevant theories for the description of phraseology
- a critical reflection of these theories and the practice of academic discourse in linguistics
- the application of the constructionist theoretical framework to digital L2 lexicography
- to sharpen students’ awareness of bilingual language description and pragmatic competence in German
- the use of digital language corpora for lexicographical description
- practical lexicographical skills

Tutorship activities
Mentoring of students’ Master or doctoral thesis; development of specific theoretical or practical research issues

Other activities besides the course: i.e. seminars and conferences addressed to PhD students and research fellows, dissemination conferences
Possible options are: conferences for students, collaboration with Goethe Institute’s teachers and teacher training institutions.

Visiting Professor Profile
Contrastive linguistics in German and Italian; research in the field of phraseology and contrastive grammar German – Italian

Contact person at the Department
Prof.ssa Marcella Costa
marcella.costa@unito.it